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Annual Rocky Horror Picture Show shadowcast put on by PEP
Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Lawrence
University ’s
Prescribed Escape Productions
(PEP) put on the annual “Rocky
Horror Picture Show” at the Warch
Campus Center Cinema this past
weekend. Only having bought the
rights for one day, the showtimes
were 12:01 a.m., 8 p.m. and 11:59
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 27.
PEP is an independent, student-run theatre company that
aims to provide Lawrence as well
as the surrounding community
with thought-provoking and wellproduced theatre. In their annual production of “Rocky Horror
Picture Show,” the group performed a shadow cast of the movie,
in which they acted out the film
that was being played behind them
on the screen.
While waiting to enter the
cinema, audience members who
had never seen the show before
were marked as virgins and were
then encouraged to participate in
the Virgin Ritual. This ritual varies
from production to production, but
this year included a banana eating
contest in between the legs of the
participant’s partner.
Following the virgin ritual, the
“Rocky Horror Picture Show” began
to roll. This musical science-fiction
horror-comedy film was released

The production of the Rocky Horror Picture Show was acted out in front of the movie screen in the Cinema.
Photo by Allegra Taylor.

in 1975, and audience members
were reminded that although some
of the terms used in the movie are
outdated and not politically correct, this film was revolutionary at
the time.
This low-budget cult-classic
tells the story of a love-struck
couple — Brad (Delaney Olsen)

and Janet (Marissa Lake) — from
the narration of the criminologist
(Charlie Oertel). When the newly
engaged couple gets a flat tire, they
stumble into the home of Frank-NFurter (Zoe Lee), who is referred to
as a “transvestite scientist.”
Amidst song and dance,
including the famous “Time Warp,”

Brad and Janet become far less
innocent and are revealed FrankN-Furter’s latest creation — a
beautiful man named Rocky (Zoe
Adler). Throughout the plot, many
interesting characters are also
introduced including a wild biker
(Alesandra Aragon) and an eerie
butler (Olivia VanSlyke).

As the film rolled, audience
members were encouraged to participate along with the “Sextras”
in dance and jesting of the film.
Audience participation for the film
began in 1976 and has continued ever since across the country.
Although participation was greatly
encouraged, the theme of consent
was emphasized throughout the
production.
Prior to the filming, an introduction was provided that specifically addressed consent and its role
in the performance. This included
consent for the cast as well as for
audience members.
For example, despite the raunchy behavior of the cast, they had
not provided consent to be touched
by the audience. Also, despite being
warned that this was an interactive
experience — especially for those
sitting in the front or near the
aisles — audience members would
always be asked not just once but
twice if they were comfortable
being used for part of the skit.
Despite the reputation of
“Rocky Horror Picture Show” as
being a bad movie, it is one of the
most profitable films of all time.
Although the content is seen as
vulgar and outdated, groups across
the nation and the world host
shadow-cast performances of the
film and is a Halloween tradition
for many people.

Alianza holds rally for immigrant rights
Wenshu Wang
Staff Writer

______________________________________

THIS

WEEK

Alianza and students for
immigrant rights held a rally for
immigrant rights at 4:30 p.m. last
Friday, Oct. 26. The rally started at
Wriston Amphitheater with talks
from several speakers and ended
with a protest at the steps of the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
The intentions of this rally
were to bring light to personal
accounts, discuss the treatment
and rights of immigrants and to
educate how to help out in these
sorts of situations. In addition,
the organizers wanted to raise the
awareness of the experiences of
undocumented immigrants and
encourage people to make changes
by voting.
The current presidential
administration has posed restrictions on immigration with a travel
ban, H-1B Visa Program and building up a border wall with Mexico.
There has not been clear path for
people to immigrate to the U.S.
legally.
Being able to afford the 10 to
20 years of waiting for citizenship
seems impossible for some people, so they immigrated “illegally.”
Many students and several locals
attended this rally, and some of
them expressed their unsafe feelings, powerless and hopeless under
the specific political moment.

Members of the community turned out to support the cause of immigrant rights.
Photos by Isaac Wippich.

Israel Del Toro, an assistant
professor of biology at Lawrence
was the first speaker. Del Toro
shared his personal experience and
called on the immigrant rights to
vote. As a first generation Mexican-

American, he asserted, “We are not
lazy, we are not looking for hand
outs, we certainly aren’t rapists,
murders, criminals or thieves.”
We are not a threat to the
American way of life, but we are

what embodies the values of diversity in this great nation,” Del Toro
said.
His family members first came
to California in the late 1960s and
early 1970s to work in the fields.

Some of them came here with government permission and others
have remained undocumented for
over 30 years. Even under the circumstances that Del Toro’s mother
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Ethnomusicology Lecture on Indonesian Sesame Street
Max Craig
Copy Editor

______________________________________

On Oct. 28, ethnomusicologist
and Assistant Professor of Music at
Wake Forest University Elizabeth
Clendinning hosted a lecture called
“Elmo in Java: Performing Arts and
Education Policy in Jalan Sesama.”
The lecture discussed “Jalan
Sesama,” the Indonesian version
of “Sesame Street,” and its relationship to education on musical and
cultural diversity.
Clendinning began with
background on her interest in
this topic. As a child, she was a
“Sesame Street” fanatic, leading her
to research adults’ perceptions of
“Sesame Street” while earning her
master’s. When she did doctoral

research in East Java, meanwhile,
she discovered “Jalan Sesama.” She
said, “As I started watching ‘Jalan
Sesama,’ I found it was quite different from its American counterpart.
For one, they played Indonesian
music rather than western pop
music. But I was also interested in
its portrayal of cultural diversity —
in the beginning, one of “Sesame
Street’s” goals was to address
racial inequities through portrayals of diversity.”
After showing a clip of “Jalan”
in which Elmo is introduced to
traditional
Wayang
music,
Clendinning stated her thesis. She
said she wanted to gain insight
into the challenges of constructing
pluralistic education in Indonesia
through an examination of “Jalan

Seeking Refuge: Local and
Global Perspectives
November 4-6
SUNDAY, NOV. 4 • 6–10 P.M. • REFUGEE STORIES, CINEMA, WCC
• A Local Perspective with Joseph Kabamba, Resettlement
Specialist at World Relief and Democratic
Republic of Congo refugee • 6–7 p.m.
• Film showing: Myanmar’s Killing Fields • 7 p.m.
• Film showing: The Pirogue • 8 p.m.
MONDAY, NOV. 5 • 7–11 P.M. • SYMPOSIUM, ESCHHURVIS, WCC
• Speakers • 7–9 p.m.
-David Hausman, Attorney, ACLU Immigrants’
Rights Project
o Elizabeth Ramlow, Midwife, Doctors Withou-Borders
-Mark Johnson, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist,
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
-Amel Abbas ’14, Iraqi Refugee, Physician Assistant
Moderated by Professor Claudena Skran, LU
• Concert • 9–10 p.m. • Music by and about refugees
• Networking Reception • 10–11 p.m. • Learn about careers
where you can make a di erence.
TUESDAY, NOV. 6 • 4:30 P.M. • MAIN HALL FORUM,
MAIN HALL
“Dollars and Sense of the Refugee Crisis,” Shyam Souri
Suresh, Professor of Economics, Davidson University &
Harry Brighouse, Professor of Philosophy, UW–Madison
go.lawrence.edu/refugee2018

Sesama.” She would do this by considering the history of mass media
and cultural representation in
Indonesia, closely analyzing “Jalan”
clips and discussing conflicts
between teaching about cultural
diversity and fostering a general
appreciation for cultural diversity.
She first gave background on
Indonesia. She emphasized the
nation’s diversity and lack of cohesion — Indonesia contains 260
million people spread across over
1000 islands. Its main religion is
Islam, but it has five other national
religions. Appropriately, its national motto is “Bhinneka Tunggal
Ika,” which translates to “Unity in
Diversity.”
However, Indonesia has had
trouble with maintaining this unity.
Clendinning pointed out, “These
represented cultures were primarily west Java, Bali and central Java.
‘Jalan’ didn’t move very far from
Indonesia’s center of governmental
power to other provinces that are
less often represented.”
Clendinning then expanded
on “Jalan’s” portrayal of diversity.
She explained that there were two
types of segments that addressed
diversity: the “street scene,” which
presented a neutral street space
where diversity could be examined, and ethnographic segments
in which a child would travel to a
part of Indonesia and experience a
piece of culture, most often a performance of some sort.
She showed an example of a
“street scene,” which started with a
puppet named “Putri” that wanted
to learn a new way to sing the alphabet. Magically, a band appeared
that taught Putri how to sing the
alphabet in the genre of “kroncong”
— “kroncong” is a type of music
considered relevant to ancient
Indonesian heritage. Clendinning
said of the clip, “It’s interesting that
this band can magically appear on
this street, but without context,
right? They don’t tell you what it
is, where it comes from, or why it’s
here. But it’s an exposure to the
sound.” Clendinning would continually return to this theme of “Jalan”
presenting music, but not providing their viewers with any cultural
context.
She then showed anoth-

World
South Africa
South African officials reported
that at least seven people have
been killed by a wildfire. The
wildfire raged along Western
Cape’s Garden Route, a scenic
route popular amongst tourists. A pregnant woman, two
children and a baby are among
those who have died. Officials
say that at least 1,700 people
have been evacuated from
the area. The Western Cape
Local Government Department
released a statement staying
that emergency support is in
place and food, shelter and
medical services are being
made available to people. More
than 400 firefighters have been
battling the fire. One has died
after his helicopter crashed.
The fire remains active on the
mountainous slopes of the area.

Clendinning said, “It’s really important to unite this group of people.
Otherwise, they won’t see themselves as a nation and won’t be
governed as a nation.” In the 1960s,
television became the nation’s
most viable uniting force.
Clendinning then provided
background for “Sesame Street.”
The program was created in
1966 by the Carnegie and Ford
Foundations as an after-school
program for kids. At the time, its
social focus was on combating racism. It was a massive success, and
by 1996, 95 percent of American
preschoolers had seen “Sesame
Street.”
This led to 33 co-productions developed in different locations around the world, all with
er “street scene,” in which Putri
and a young girl met a player of
the Balinese gamelan. The player taught the girl the basics of
gamelan, and after she played a
rudimentary melody, Putri started
dancing. While an entertaining
scene, Clendinning pointed out the
inaccuracies with its portrayal of
the gamelan. The instrument, for
one, is meant to be played in an
ensemble, and “Jalan” portrayed
it as a singular instrument. As a
result, she said, “There’s no sense
of the structure of the music, the
community of the music or the
sense of cultural context, besides it
being from Bali.”
Finally, Clendinning showed
an ethnographic scene. It showed
a boy attending a Wayang Golek
performance, an Indonesian art
form in which puppet shows are
presented with backing gamelan
music. This scene had similar problems to the two previous scenes.
Most glaringly, Clendinning pointed
out, the traditional gamelan music
was absent from the performance
video. Rather, a basic melody was
overlaid over the diegetic sounds
of the performance. Clendinning
said this masked much of its original context.
She then shared the conclusions of her presentation. She started by discussing the issues with
“Jalan” being a US import. Upon
its inception, Islamic critics feared
that “Jalan” would be a conduit
for US propaganda because of its

News

Compiled by Stephanie Meyer
China
On Monday, Oct. 29, the Chinese
government decided to ease
restrictions on the trade of tiger
bones and rhino horns. This recent
decision allows people to harvest
the parts from captive animals for
scientific, medical and cultural use.
Rhino horns and tiger bones have
traditionally been used and valued
in Chinese medicine, being used
to treat fever, gout, insomnia and
meningitis. However, the benefits
of using these parts has not been
scientifically proven. China had
initially prohibited their trade
in 1993, but has now partially
reversed the ban, worrying animal conservationists. The World
Wildlife Fund released a statement
responding that the reverse on
the ban could have devastating
consequences and may result in
the further endangerment of these
animals.

locally tailored social focuses. The
“Sesame Street” derivative in South
Africa, for instance, was meant to
combat the country’s HIV/AIDS
epidemic.
“Jalan Sesama,” meanwhile,
was the most recent “Sesame
Street” derivative, and the most
short-lived. It began in 2008, having been funded by USAID and the
Indonesian government, and ended
in 2010. In its three years on the
air, it managed to reach 7.5 million
children, roughly two-thirds of its
desired audience. “Jalan Sesama,”
which translates to “a street for
all,” aimed to create national
unity by teaching the diversity of
Indonesian culture. To do this, it
captured pieces of culture from different parts of the nation. However,
USAID funding. It turned out their
fears had merit — there were plans
to represent puppets in traditional
hijabs, for instance, but these plans
were scrapped. Clendinning said,
“For a country where religious
diversity and religious practice
are so important, there’s no religious content presented in ‘Jalan’
at all. This is perhaps more of an
American style of diversity than
the pluralistic style of Indonesia.”
In addition to its Americanized
approach, Clendinning said that
“Jalan” speaks more generally to
the difficulties with teaching cultural and musical diversity. She
stressed that the artistic complexities of Asian and Indonesian music,
for instance, cannot be expressed
in the simplistic, context-free manner that they are in “Jalan Sesama.”
She concluded that “‘Jalan Sesama’
provides a compelling but conflicting model of how traditional performing arts in mass media can
be employed to imagine a transcultural pluralistic education.”
Following a short Q&A, the
presentation ended. With her
examination of “Jalan Sesama,”
Clendinning was able to extract
valuable insights from a truly
unique source.

Indonesia
On Oct. 29, a Lion Air Boeing 737
plane crashed into the sea, killing
all 189 people on board. Among
those 189 people were members
of the nation’s finance ministry
and trainee flight attendants. The
plane crashed just minutes after
taking off from Jakarta. Indonesian
officials report that they do not
know the reason for the crash,
but that they are conducting an
investigation. The plane was just
serviced a few months ago and its
remnants are now being inspected. However, the flight log showed
that on a flight on the previous
day, one of the plane’s instruments
was giving unreliable airspeed
readings and that the captain’s
and the first officer’s instrument
readings also differed. Lion Air’s
CEO Edward Sirait released a
statement that the plane had been
repaired and had been ok’ed to fly
again.

Africa
On Monday, Oct. 29, there was
a suicide bombing in Tunisia’s
capital, Tunis, which injured nine
people. The bomber is reportedly
Mouna Guebla, an unemployed
graduate who is from the eastern
region of Mahdia. Guebla’s father
said that he doubts that his daughter willingly carried out the attack.
Guebla appeared to have used a
homemade bomb, according to
Tunis police. Tunisia’s Interior
Minister Hichem Fourati said that
the attack was an isolated attack
and that Guebla had not been
“known for her religious background or affiliation” nor had been
on any watch lists. No group has
taken responsibility for the attack,
but Tunis local media reported
that Guebla may have been influenced into making her decision by
sources on the internet.

New Zealand
To celebrate the country’s
125th anniversary of women’s
suffrage, on Sunday, Oct. 29,
Duchess Meghan Markle,
accompanied by husband Prince
Harry, spoke about women’s
rights in New Zealand. The
couple are in New Zealand on
the final leg of their Pacific tour.
The Duchess commended the
country for being the first country in the world to give women
the right to vote in parliamentary elections, saying that they
“paved the way” for women and
minorities around the globe.
This is the couple’s first official
tour since getting married. They
started off the tour in Australia,
attending the Invictus Games,
an international sport competition and conference for wounded veterans created by Prince
Harry in 2014.
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Fly on the Wall
“Home”

By Tia Colbert

The Idiot’s Idioms
By Claire Zimmerman

Horoscopes
By Simone Levy

Vegetable Day
By Allie

Aries (March 21 - April 19) - Lava: you are pumice-powered and heavy duty. Dial it back a bit,
as your exfoliating properties can tend to be abrasive.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) - Caress Daily Silk: surprisingly delicate for a mass-produced monster.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) - Duru Gourmet: dual-flavored wonder that is popular among Russians for soap cutting videos. Maybe flip to the opinions page and read the article about soap?
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) - Coast: as the original eye opener soap, you might want to try opening your third eye in addition to the other two. Invigorate yourself! Cleanse!
Leo (July 23 - August 22) - Irish Spring: pungent and classic, your popularity is well deserved.
You say that you’re non-drying, but we all know the truth.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22) - Zest: get Zestfully clean! You’re refreshing, rich, and reliable.
Stay sexy and zesty.
Libra (September 23 - October 22) - À La Maison: You travel in packs. Maybe try to break out of
your packaging a little bit.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) - Dial Antibacterial: you’d have to be an absolute fool to use
this baby on your skin. Slow down, cowboy. There are some things only Olay can do.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) - Palmolive: Trustworthy, yet sophisticated. Sudsy, yet
sweet.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) - Dove: a classic formula available in countless flavors.
Branch out a little bit.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18) - Lever 2000: inexpensive yet harsh and astringent, your
classic clean scent is overbearing to those around you. Remember to moisturize.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20) - Ivory: as the classic under the sink soap, you might want to let
go of your shyness and break out of the cupboard.

MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

SPORTS
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Schlesinger leads Vikings at home fencing meet
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It was a busy weekend for
the Lawrence University Men’s
and Women’s Fencing teams
as they hosted two events in
the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center. On Saturday they hosted
the Lawrence Duals, a collegiate
team competition, that featured
fencing teams from the University
of Wisconsin, the University of
Minnesota, the University of Iowa
and Northwestern University.
Sunday’s competition was an individual competition open to all fencers. Senior and men’s team captain
Jack Calkwood said, “It is always
very exciting to host a home event.
There are few fencing events as big
as the LU open in the Appleton area
and it is a blast to compete against
other teams in our own gym. For
the past two years the Lawrence
duels and the Lawrence open have
turned out really well.”
On Saturday, the women’s fencing team won both of their duals
as they beat both the University
of Wisconsin and the University

The Vikings squared off with, and beat, many big name college programs.
Photo by Caroline Garrow.

of Minnesota by margins of 24-3
and 23-4, respectively. Against
Wisconsin and Minnesota, the
sabre team of junior Allison Kim,
first-year Lexi Praxl and firstyear Samantha Hansen went 8-1
in their bouts. The épée team of

junior Carson Becker, sophomore
Margaret Wright and sophomore
Mia Wu went 7-2 against Wisconsin
and 6-3 against Minnesota.
On the men’s side of the competition, Lawrence won two of their
duals while dropping two other

Heselton Memorial Trophy, was
donated in 1988 by Barb Doehling
Doran, daughter of Carl Doehling.
This trophy commemorates the
rivalry between Lawrence head
coach Bernie Heselton and Ripon
mentor Carl Doehling. Heselton
was head coach for the Vikings
from 1938 to 1964 and Doehling
coached Ripon from 1924 to 1955.

trophy officially disappeared.
Maybe 2018 will be the year this
curse is finally broken.
As rivalries go, there are some
traditions and incidents that have
happened over the years. At times
the rivalry between schools became
brutal. In 1896, The Lawrentian
published an article claiming that
the rivalry was so intense that foot-

duals. The Vikings beat Wisconsin
16-11 behind an undefeated performance from the foil team of senior
Nathan Schlesinger, Calkwood and
sophomore Alex Loundry and an
épée team of sophomore Vinzenz
Mayer, sophomore Cameron Maas
and first year Noah Bradley that
went 7-2. Lawrence also beat
the University of Iowa 17-1. The
Vikings lost two close duals to
the University of Minnesota and
Northwestern University, 13-14
and 11-13, respectively.
On Sunday, Lawrence was
led by Schlesinger who won the
title in mixed sabre and place second in mixed foil. In mixed épée,
junior Jakub Nowak was second
and Maas was third. Lawrence also
had strong performances from Kim
and Praxl who tied for third in
mixed sabre. Other top finishers
for the men were Mayer who took
sixth in mixed épée, Loundry who
was sixth in mixed foil, Bradley
who took ninth in mixed épée and
Calkwook who was ninth in mixed
épée. On the women’s side, sophomore Bea Gee and senior Ariana
Calderon-Zavala were the other

“Better Dead Than Red”

Staff Writer

______________________________________

This week is rivalry week. Your
Lawrence Vikings football team
take on the Ripon Redhawks this
Saturday at Ripon at 1 p.m. The
Lawrence-Ripon rivalry is the oldest college football rivalry in the
state of Wisconsin and is the 14th
oldest college football rivalry in the
nation, having begun in 1893. Over
the last 125 years, Ripon has taken
an edge in the series, currently
holding a 64-46-7 record. The history of this rivalry is what holds the
juiciest details.
The series began with a Ripon
win over Lawrence and the most
recent win streak has been in
the hands of Ripon. However, the
schools have taken turns in the
dominant position of the series.
Lawrence dominated early on, but
Ripon took control in the 1920s
and 1930s. Lawrence regained control in the 1940s, split the series
in the 1950s, and Ripon regained
the upper hand in the 1960s. The
1970s through the 1980s belonged
to Lawrence, but the tables seem
to have turned toward Ripon ever
since the inauguration of the trophy in 1988.
The trophy that Lawrence
and Ripon play for, the Doehling-

“

If football or Ripon must
die, we are sorry, but it
ought to be Ripon.

During that time, Lawrence has
a record of 10-6-1 against Ripon.
Interestingly, since the inception
of that Ripon allegiance donated
trophy, Ripon holds a 25-5 edge on
the rivalry. Coincidence? Perhaps,
but also perhaps not.
The silver-plated trophy is
called “The Old Paint Bucket,” but
no one knows what has become
of it as it remains missing to this
day. Could that be the cause of the
Ripon edge in the series? Maybe
Lawrence was cursed when the

“

Madeline MacLean

ball might be banned as a sport. In
that article, the contributor noted,
“Such playing will kill football… If
Ripon or football must die, we are
sorry, but it ought to be Ripon.” And
then was born the phrase “Better
Dead Than Red” which serves as
Lawrence’s mantra when referring
to their rivals. In the early 1900s
spectators were often seen running onto the field and tackling
opponents when their team didn’t
do their job. The heat between the
teams has always been intense,

and continues to show through
the binds of modern day moderation. Recently, a blue “L” or a red
“R” have been painted on buildings
of rival schools, but administrations have pretty much shut that
down completely. The most outward expression of the rivalry can
be found within individuals and in
small gestures.
Ripon-to-Lawrence
transfer student athlete Meg Krautsch
describes the rivalry in one word:
“Hate. The two schools absolutely
hate each other.” She transferred
from Ripon to Lawrence after her
first year for her own personal
reasons. Regarding the reason for
the rivalry she said, “I don’t know
how it started, but if you ever want
to get back at the entire school, I
10-out-of-10 recommend transferring to the other.” From her dual
school perspective, Krautsch says
that “Ripon has the upper hand.
There isn’t much to do in Ripon
besides sports and looking at prairies and trees, so they take their
athletics, and therefore their rivalries, very seriously. But I would
never count Lawrence out of the
race.” Having attended and participated in many Lawrence vs Ripon
at both venues, Krautsch feels like
every game is always close and
always a fight to the end.

top finishers as they were tenth
in mixed foil and tenth in mixed
sabre, respectively.
This was a very strong performance for the team as Calkwood
remarked, “Our results this year
were spectacular. Lawrence fencers filled most of the top spots
in every event and many of our
squads went undefeated against
other schools.” Calkwook added,
“It would be amazing to see the
event get even bigger. This year the
turnout was great, but it really has
the potential to draw many more
schools and a lot more fencers.”
For the fencers on the team
at Lawrence, the competitions
are really their time to shine.
Calkwood explains, “I enjoy fencing at Lawrence because of how
competitive it is. We not only work
with and compete with our teammates every day at practice, but we
are also able to compete against
fencers from Division I schools, like
Ohio State, in our conference.”
This weekend closed out the
competitions for the team for Fall
term, and they will be back in
action again in January.

The rivalry is active and runs
deep within the souls of those who
come in contact with it. Ripon has
their own saying: “FULU,” which I
will assume many of you can guess
what it stands for, and Krautsch
hears it nonstop anytime she goes
onto the Ripon campus, as well as
our “Better Dead Than Red” saying while on Lawrence’s campus.
It is not good to cross enemy lines.
In fact, when first transferring,
Kraustsch did not own much LU
gear and accidentally wore a Ripon
sweatshirt to practice one day and
swears she could hear the coach
scream from a significant distance
away, “Get that s*** off!” Needless
to say, she stocked up on LU gear
the next day.
With a possible win in
Lawrence’s near future, a reminder of tradition is necessary. Upon
a victory by the Vikings over
the Redhawks, the bell in Main
Hall is rung. There are only two
other occasions in which the bell
is rung throughout the year; once
for Matriculation and again for
Commencement. The last 17 years,
the bell has only rung twice. It’s
time to break the curse. It’s time to
bring home the trophy. It’s time to
ring that victory bell.

Maddy Smith and Vikings swim team demolish Ripon
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend Lawrence’s
Swimming and Diving team faced
off against our conference competitor Ripon. This was the second
meet of the season, and the Vikings
are already off to a ground-smashing and record-breaking success!
The Vikings demolished Ripon by
scoring over double what Ripon
had — 158 to 62! A young freshman on the Swimming and Diving
Team Maddy Smith had a particularly outstanding performance
against Ripon, where she broke
multiple school records! I interviewed Maddy and asked her what
records she broke and where she
got the motivation to push herself in order to get those results
this past Saturday. Maddy recalled,
“On Saturday I broke the six-dive
record for both one-meter and

three-meter diving with a score
of 212 on one-meter and 223.75
on three-meter. I had some diving
training on my high school team,
however. As a first-year student at
Lawrence I have recently been able
to have consistent training, which
has really helped me to improve
my dives. I have been able to have a
lot of time on the boards and I have
also been able to have a lot of oneon-one time with my coach since
I am the only Lawrence diver. My
motivation so far this season has
really been my team — although
I was the only diver in the meet
against Ripon I will soon compete
for valuable points at bigger meets.
There are only a few divers within
our conference so it is important
that I train hard and place as well
as possible so that we can meet our
team goals at the conference meet
later in the year.” Maddy seems
to be in an unusual predicament,

being the only one on the team
who dives. That can put a lot of
pressure on an athlete, and maintaining that pressure means everything to an athlete. That’s where
mental toughness comes into play,
having the ability time and time
again to not crack under the pressure, which Maddy clearly is doing
a great job at maintaining! Then I
asked Maddy why she thought her
team performed so well against
Ripon. She said, “I think our team
did well at the meet against Ripon
mainly because we have a very
well-rounded team with many
people who can swim a variety of
distances and strokes. During the
meet our team took the first-place
title in almost every event, and in a
lot of events a Lawrence swimmer
also took the second place title.
Our team raced hard in every event
and worked to out-touch Ripon
at every finish.” Having that com-

petitive team bond to push each
other when one thinks they are at
their brink-edge is probably how
Maddy was able to push herself
into breaking school records, and
it is that same bond that the team
will feed off of throughout their
season, leading the team either to
success or falling short. Only time
will tell. Lastly, I asked Maddy what
she considered to be the most challenging part, in her opinion, about
competitively swimming and diving. Maddy responded by saying,
“As both a swimmer and diver, one
of the most challenging things for
me is being able to find time to get
my swimming yardage while also
balancing this with training time
on the diving boards. However, all
of my coaches have been very helpful in creating a schedule in which I
am able to get time in the pool and
on the boards.” Through all this
hassle due to lack of time, again

this shows how Maddy is not only
pushing herself in the pool, but is
good about time management. One
thing that I know, being an athlete,
is that especially at the D3 level
you have to be able to manage your
time well.
If your grades are slipping,
most likely your performance on
the “field” is sub-par as well and
vise-versa. Maddy not only has to
balance her academics, but also
has to split her time between two
sports! This just shows how committed she is as an athlete, and
explains why she has been and will
continue to be successful. So, if you
are an athlete, or you yourself are
in a conundrum that you cannot
seem to get past, look at Maddy
as an example. Are you managing your time well and/or are you
pushing yourself enough, looking
at all the possible angles?
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Athlete of the Week
Ethan Simmons
By Wyatt Lee

STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
St. Norbert*
4-0
Chicago
3-1
Ripon
2-2
Macalaster
2-2
Lawrence
1-3
Beloit
0-4
South Division
Monmouth*
4-0
Lake Forest
3-1
Knox
2-2
Illinois
2-2
Cornell
1-3
Grinnell
0-4
*Division Champion
Ethan Simmons is a sophomore football player and track star from
Legacy High School in Northglenn, Colorado. Simmons has proved to be
the most electric athlete on the Lawrence football team, playing wide
receiver, running back and being a Swiss Army knife for the Vikings on
every special teams unit. Simmons has made a habit of being a clutch
performer for the Vikings; in the football team’s 32-27 win over Beloit
College, Simmons scored two touchdowns, including the ultimate gamewinner. Right before the half, he made a diving, 31-yard touchdown catch
in the back of the end-zone to pull the Vikings to within a single point.
Then, in the third quarter, Simmons picked up a punt off the bounce and
ran it back 70 yards for the decisive score. Earlier this season, Simmons
performed similar heroics in the Vikings’ trip to Lake Forest where he
blocked a punt and returned it for a touchdown, and also made an acrobatic catch near the goal line late in the first half. Simmons has accounted for all of the Vikings’ special teams’ touchdowns this season, and is
the only athlete on the team to take in-game snaps on offense, defense
and special teams this season. Simmons gets the nod for Athlete of the
Week for his efforts in helping the football team snap a six-game losing
streak. He was also named Midwest Conference Special Teams Player of
the Week. He is a psychology major with a minor in economics. He also
runs track and is the cofounder and brotherhood coordinator of Brother
to Brother, a men of color empowerment organization.
Wyatt Lee: You received your first Midwest Conference Player of the
Week honors. What’s that mean to you?
Ethan Simmons: I was pretty happy to find out about the title after such
a good team win on Saturday. I’m glad I could make my family, friends
and teammates proud.
WL: You scored the game-winning touchdown in the game against Beloit
with a 70-yard punt return touchdown ... that you picked up off a bounce.
Can you walk me through your thought process before, during and after
that play?
ES: To be completely honest with you, before the play it was pretty disorganized. We were still trying to get some late substitutions in and we
had people yelling and running around even when the ball was kicked.
That being said, during the play I wasn’t having some dramatic “this is
it — this is what I’ve been training for” moment, or anything like that. My
call for the ball muffled and sounded nothing like English, so I didn’t even
know if anyone even heard me. But when the ball popped back up, I don’t
think I can describe my thought process because I really didn’t have one.

Photo by Quinn Giglio.

My playing style has always been heavy on instinct and light on thought.
My gut said to grab it, I listened, then did the dash.
WL: Your efforts, along with the rest of your team, stopped a six-game
losing streak with the win this weekend. What was the general feeling
for the team after the game? What’s that mean for the team as you finish
out the last couple games of the season?
ES: It was definitely a breath of fresh air to walk away on top. Getting
this win was big because now I feel the team can focus on playing the
rest of the games at our level. If we do that, I know we can best the rest
of our opponents.
WL: Lawrence is playing Ripon this week, the oldest college rivalry in
Wisconsin. Any thoughts on the rivalry?
ES: I’ve never been big on rivalries, personally. No disrespect to the history, but training to win a football game has to be the focus every week.
WL: You also run track for Lawrence. What’s the transition between
football season to track season like for you?
ES: I feel like I’m perpetually out of breath for like three weeks. Getting
into shape for track is pretty humbling. It’s definitely a shift in training,
but it’s always fun to feel yourself improving.
WL: How did you first get involved with athletics?
ES: I dabbled in basketball, football, soccer and gymnastics through
childhood, but my interest took off when I reached high school. When
I got there that’s when I really found that football and track were the
ones for me.
WL: What’s your favorite way to train for the season?
ES: I love running hills and practicing route running in the early morning
during the off season. It gives me a productive start to my day and helps
train the most important aspects of my skill set.
WL: Favorite music artist?
ES: Kendrick Lamar.
WL: Best football memory so far?
ES: My first college touchdown last year.
WL: Favorite thing to do when you’re not at practice?
ES: FaceTiming my woman back home.
WL: Pancakes or waffles?
ES: Waffles ‘til I die.

Janusiak powers his way to third MWC Championship
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend the
Lawrence University Cross Country
team travelled to the Foss Park Golf
Course in Lake Forest, Illinois to
compete in the Midwest Conference
Championships. Despite not getting
the results that both the men’s and
women’s teams would have wanted, they still ran very well under
the circumstances and improved
their times individually.
“We definitely had our sights
set higher, but both teams ran
really well,” said Coach Jason Fast
of the Men and Women’s Cross
Country teams. “All of our finishers
ran really great races, but it was all
we had that day.”
The women’s team’s goal was
to be in the top five for teams
overall in the meet, but unfortu-

nately fell short by four points
and finished sixth overall while
St. Norbert College took the women’s MWC Championship title. Alex
Chand, sophomore, ran her best
race of the year and led the women’s side. She ran a time of 24:17.4
and placed 21st in the race. Chand
was only three seconds away from
the final All-Conference honor
spot. Freshman Leah Hawksford
finished second for the team in
29th with a time of 24:38.8. Molly
Doruska, senior, came in two seconds behind Hawksford in 32nd
place.
The men’s team’s goal was to
be in the top three teams overall, but without two key freshmen
due to injuries and illnesses, the
team ended up in fifth place while
Cornell College took the MWC
Championship title. Despite this
outcome, the results of the other

runners on the men’s team did
not deviate from normal. Senior
Josh Janusiak won the meet with
a time of 24:49.3. This is his third
consecutive win at the MWC
Championship meet. The accomplishment of winning three years
in a row makes him the first to
do so in Lawrence history and the
sixth to do so in conference history. Janusiak earned his fourth
All-Conference honor, making him
one of the four Lawrence men to
accomplish this in the University’s
history. Junior Joe Kortenhof
also had a great race, coming in
eighth place overall with a time of
25:47.1. He received his third AllConference honor and will be one
of the top contenders returning to
the meet next year.
“We have such a fantastic, hardworking team this year, and that
really showed,” said Chand. The

team’s progress was prominent
since they had previously raced on
the course and everyone improved
on their times. Many of the athletes
got their season’s best times.
The next step in the team’s
season is the NCAA Regional
Championship
hosted
by
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
The top seven runners from both
sides will advance into this meet,
and from there the top seven individuals that aren’t on a qualifying
team will advance to Nationals. For
the runners who won’t be competing in the regional meet, their
main focus will be on resetting the
body and preparing themselves for
indoor track. That way, everyone
can be healthy and in good shape
for the competition that will start
in January.

OVR
6-1
4-3
5-2
5-5
2-6
1-7

7-1
5-3
2-6
3-5
3-5
1-7

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Lake Forest** 9-0
12-0
Grinnell*
8-1
9-2
Cornell*
7-2
9-5
St. Norbert* 6-3
9-5
Ripon
5-4
8-4
Monmouth
4-5
5-7
Illinois
2-7
5-9
Lawrence
2-7
4-9
Beloit
2-7
3-9
Knox
0-9
1-14
**MWC Regular Season
Champion
*Berth in MWC Tournament
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert** 9-0
16-0-1
Knox*
8-1
14-4-1
Cornell
6-2-1
14-2-2
Lake Forest
6-3
10-6-1
Grinnell
5-4
8-7
Monmouth
4-4-1
7-7-1
Illinois
2-6-1
5-12-1
Beloit
2-7
5-13-1
Lawrence
1-8
4-14
Ripon
0-8-1
3-12-1
**MWC Season Champion
*Berth in MWC Tournament
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox**
8-1
12-4-2
Grinnell*
7-2
9-6-1
St. Norbert
6-2-1
7-10-1
Ripon
5-4
7-10-1
Lake Forest
4-4-1
8-9-1
Cornell
4-5
5-12-1
Beloit
4-5
5-10-1
Monmouth
4-5
9-8
Illinois
2-7
6-12
Lawrence
0-9
0-18
**MWC Season Champion
*Berth in MWC Tournament
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Cornell**
9-0
16-9
Grinnell*
7-2
17-15
St. Norbert*
7-2
12-14
Illinois*
6-3
22-6
Lake Forest
5-4
12-15
Ripon
4-5
10-17
Beloit
2-7
8-17
Lawrence
2-7
3-25
Monmouth
2-7
13-15
Knox
1-8
6-20
**MWC Season Champion
*Berth in MWC Tournament
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Alumni Angle: Laura Zuege ‘02
Tashi Haig
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Director of Off-Campus Programs, Laura Zuege
’02 has a passion for giving Lawrence students the
opportunity to study abroad which stems from her
own experience at the London Centre as a student.
Having come to Lawrence with many interests and
an open mind, Zuege’s term in London helped consolidate these interests and helped prepare her for
life after graduation. Though Zuege started off as a
math major and education minor in hopes of teaching high school math, Zuege, like many Lawrentians,
found several other subjects of interest.
“In my first year, I figured out that I didn’t have
the passion for math that I thought I had so I tried
other things,” Zuege said. Along with Freshman
Studies, Zuege took the calculus sequence and theater, education, religious studies and physics classes.
Outside of academics, Zuege had several jobs on and
off campus, was involved in an environmental organization as well as LUCC and was first an RLA then
later head RLA, which would contribute to her later
career interests.
Zuege explained, “I really enjoyed trying things I
didn’t know that I could like so when people I knew
started talking about studying abroad, this struck
me as another thing I hadn’t previously considered
for myself as something I should try.” Because of this,
Zuege made her way to London to experience study
abroad for herself.
It was in London that Zuege was able to identify
with more certainty where her passions lay. “When
I studied at Lawrence’s London Centre program, I
took Modern British Politics and found that I loved
every second of the class, topic and ways of engaging
with London. When I returned to campus, I knew I
wanted to take more classes about current political
happenings. I considered many majors but found
my majors naturally when I had a different approach
to learning and experiencing my education.” Sure
enough, Zuege graduated in 2002 with majors in
government and environmental studies and a goal to
return to London and work with students.
After working as a Residence Hall Director for
a year elsewhere, Zuege was at last able to secure
a position at Lawrence’s London Centre. “This was
the chance to work in London and work with college
students as they learned London. Professionally,

though, this was the time I met colleagues in London
and learned about the field of study abroad. I also
attended Birkbeck College and completed a certifi-

Laura Zuege ‘02.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

cate program in Criminology while in London, which
is where made London friends and I built my personal academic network,” said Zuege. Upon return-

ing to America, Zuege completed a master’s degree
in student affairs administration in higher education
at UW-La Crosse and began to work at Lawrence.
When Zuege was first introduced to Lawrence,
as a prospective student, she was a first generation college student from Green Bay who had so
far been uninspired by the state schools she had
toured. Upon visiting Lawrence, though, Zuege said
she “instantly realized that a residential liberal
arts institution where I would learn to learn and
question my world was absolutely for me.” Now,
as Director of Off-Campus Programs, Zuege in turn
provides students with the chance to expand their
worlds through studying abroad.
“One area of my work which I’m really passionate about is to extend the reach of study abroad to
students for whom study abroad didn’t feel like it
would be achievable for them. I think of myself at
20 and see how much of an impact studying abroad
had for me,” Zuege explained. While helping students through the process of studying abroad, Zuege
is able to witness first hand over and over again the
benefits this kind of experience can yield for students. “Year after year I see the profound impact that
studying abroad for a term, semester, or academic
year can have for students as they grow in academic,
linguistic, cultural, professional and personal ways,”
Zuege said.
Zuege has recently been working to especially
ensure that finances are not preventing deserving
students from accessing these experiences. “Starting
next academic year, students will be able to apply
all of their LU financial aid package toward participation in an approved off-campus study program. I
have heard some students saying that they don’t feel
they are able to afford studying abroad in part due to
our approach to funding these experiences.
Starting with a faculty working group brought
together by President Burstein a couple of years
ago, we’ve been able to change policies to provide
more support to study abroad students. In addition
to next fall’s change allowing all LU institutional aid
to apply, Lawrence has also been growing the additional scholarships to support students to study
abroad,” Zuege stated, adding, “This has been a big
undertaking involving many in Lawrence’s leadership and administration and I’m so happy to have
been part of these efforts to promote more equitable
access to study abroad.”

Photo Feature: Autumn at Lawrence

Photos by Caroline Garrow.
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Hidden Figures: Chris Krepline
Karina Barajas
Columnist

_________________________________________________

The Men’s Baseball Team has a new head baseball coach. He is not very visible to campus yet since
he travels between his office in the Alexander Gym
and Mishicot. Yet, when you have a chance to meet
him, he is one of the kindest people you will ever
meet. Welcome our new addition to Lawrence, Chris
Krepline.
Krepline is the head coach of baseball. He was
the assistant coach in 2012 at Lawrence, then officially became the head coach on September 10.
Krepline decided to become a baseball coach midway through his playing career because of his passion and love for the game. He finds joy in seeing
players improve and watching them grow from the
time they meet him to the time they leave and go
on to become better husbands, better fathers, better brothers. He likes to keep in contact with former
students to see how they ended up in their careers.
Prior to Lawrence, Krepline received his bachelors in exercise science from Carthage College and
a masters in applied exercise science at Concordia
University in Chicago. Exercise science includes a
background in physical education and fitness industry as well as all aspects of health and wellness.
Applied exercise science involves kinesiology and
exercise physiology and human performance training. He was a teacher for the past seven years. He
taught core strength and conditioning at Mishicot.
He was a varsity middle school football coach and a
high school football coach. He began coaching baseball at the collegiate level at St. Norbert College.
Krepline believes in steering players to the right
education and academics. His biggest mentors were
college baseball and football coaches who helped
him with challenges and adversities.
The most valuable lesson he learned is, “Be
humble, generous, [and] be the hardest worker. No
one can outwork you; it’s about your own effort and
attitude. I try to instill the same type of values with
my players.”

New Head Baseball Coach Chris Krepline.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Krepline has been coaching at Lawrence for two
weeks, but he already considers them a fun group
of guys. “They are hardworking, down to earth and
generous. I enjoy watching the team building rela-

tionships because they have a bond outside of the
game,” says Krepline.
He advises his players, “How you treat people
is really important. Treating people fairly and with

said. “This is why we see Newton using geometric
models in his ‘Principia.’” Geometry as a means of
mathematical proof has been mostly phased out
in this sense; many of the geometric arguments in
Euclid’s “Elements” would be understood today in
algebraic terms. An example of an argument in the

form the basis for dislocation,” he said.
An image of an ancient Roman coin opened
Professor of Chemistry Stefan Debbert’s lecture.
On it is depicted the Roman goddess of agriculture,
Ceres, holding several crops, one being an opium
poppy. “Opium was the pharmacopeia of the ancient

respect is something we can instill in the younger
generation.”
Outside of Lawrence, Krepline has a wife and
a two-year-old son. He is big into fitness, nutrition,
strength training and baseball. He likes to travel. He
is a fan of the Chicago White Sox, Atlanta Braves and
Green Bay Packers.
One thing students may not know about
Krepline is that he grew up on a farm. “I used to
milk cows before I went to school. I drove a tractor and everything a farm kid does before being
a teacher and a baseball coach. I learned to have
a good work ethic and how to treat people fairly.
Coming from that background helped me appreciate
the smaller things in life. No matter where you come
from, you are always going to have good people take
care of you.”
Five years from now, Krepline hopes his family
continues to grow and maybe have another child. He
wants to move from Appleton to Green Bay and get
involved with the community. He wants to continue
promoting the school. He is most impressed with the
academics and student life. To him, the Lawrence
Difference is a student who really cares about their
education and are good people who are going to
make a difference in someone’s life. They have great
energy and are ready to take on the world is the
positive energy of this institution.
“My family really inspires me. My dad worked
seven jobs and at the iron works along with the
farm. My mom also worked at the iron works. They
pushed my work ethic and drive to do the careers I
wanted to do and become the person I am today,”
said Krepline when asked who his inspiration is.
Krepline is this week’s hidden figure of note
because to him, baseball is not just about the game.
He is all about being kind, humble, generous and
someone who contributes to the community. He is
a firm believer in becoming a better person. This is
not just a life lesson the baseball team can benefit
from, but the whole campus community can strive
to be.

Ancient Science

Peter Lagershausen
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

On Monday, Oct. 29, members of Lawrence’s
STEM faculty presented this year’s Helz Symposium
entitled “Scientia Aeterna: Modern Science and the
Ancient World.” The event featured six professors
who gave mini-lectures on topics drawing from a
broad scope of scientific fields and their applications. The stated purpose of the lectures was to
nuance the audience’s understanding of the relationship between ancient and modern science;
aside from the former being much more sophisticated than many assume, this relationship is not
one-directional. Ancient discoveries and methods
evolved into our current facilities, which in turn
enable us to learn more about the past, as with carbon dating or analysis of the ruins of Pompeii.
Professor of Physics Meg Pickett talked about
astronomy, saying that it “has a wide swath across
time and cultures. Many achievements aren’t seen
in our textbooks, such as those of Neolithic and nonWestern astronomers and of the Ionian school.” She
mentioned the contribution of Pythagoras to the
idea that celestial bodies are spherical, rather than
discs or infinitesimal points. This was deduced from
the Earth’s shadow on the moon; the only shape
that casts a circular shadow no matter the angle is a
sphere. Another discovery of Earth’s shape that was
acknowledged was Eratosthenes’ experiment with
wells: he demonstrated that while the sun may be
shining directly down a well in one city, it is not in a
city 800 km north. He used this information to make
a very close approximation of the Earth’s circumference, and two millennia ago no less. Picketts included these examples as a slight toward Flat Earthers,
saying, “Astronomy is still relevant. After all, we still
have people (“Mad” Mike Hughes) launching water
powered rockets to prove the Earth is flat.”
In his lecture, Professor of Mathematics Alan
Parks referenced two questions mathematicians
have always been asking. They are (1) “What is the
axiomatic starting point for math or science (the set
of assumptions we can make without proof)?” and
(2) “What does it mean for objects to be equal to
each other?” Parks illustrated the evolving approach
to these questions across history by contrasting
reliance on geometry versus number theory. “The
ancient Greek notion that geometry is primary and
rigorous persisted through the 18th century,” Parks

Modern Science in the Ancient World Lecture.
Photo by Nidi Garcia.

former vein that was shown is placing a polygon
inside or outside a circle and increasing its number
of sides to make it as close to the circle as one wants
(circles are “infinity polygons”). We then say that
the areas of the circle and polygon are “arbitrarily
close;” this is how the answer to the aforementioned
second question came to be understood.
Drawing from his expertise in inorganic chemistry, Professor of Chemistry Graham Sazama discussed the Bronze Age (c. 3000 BC – 1200 BC).
After mentioning tales of mythical islands called the
Cassiterides (from “cassiterite,” which is tin ore),
he explained the process of refining copper into
the harder and stronger bronze. Roughly speaking, hardening happens by combining different elements, causing “dislocations” in the arrangements
of molecules which get them tangled and harder
to move. Sazama pointed out that the discovery of
this process was probably accidental. “People in the
Bronze Age had ideas about atoms, but they could
not have known about molecular dimensions that

world,” Debbert said. “It was seen as a medicine, not
a vice.” He pointed to its use as a pain killer, used
sometimes as a topical agent but mainly in the form
of lozenges. Ingesting opium this way is surprisingly
inefficient; Debbert explained this by analyzing the
active component of opium, morphine. “The ‘waterlike’ parts of the morphine molecule give it high
water solubility,” he said. “However, water has a hard
time fighting through both the lining of the stomach
and the blood brain barrier, both of which are oily.”
Around of the turn of the century, scientists sought
to increase the efficiency of morphine absorption
by adding chemical compounds called esters. These
cover up the aforementioned “water-like” parts of
morphine, and they are broken off only after the
molecule has passed through the body’s oily barriers. “Scientists thought this would make morphine
less addictive; this was seen as heroic, so they called
it heroin,” Debbert said, ending on an ironic note.
Professor of Geology Marcia Bjornerud talked
about Mt. Vesuvius’ famous eruption on Pompeii.

She explained subduction zones: oceanic slabs fill
with water and eventually this causes magma to
rise. The magma in this case is of relatively low temperature and high silica content, with these factors
making it explosive. The result of this kind of eruption is towering clouds of ash. In a letter to Tacitus,
Pliny the Younger likened these clouds to pine
trees, having a trunk and spreading out at the top.
To this day, “Plinean eruption column” is a geological term. Our link to the ancient world here is how
ash encases things and preserves them. Bjornend
passed around a coin cemented in hardened ash to
demonstrate this.
The color “royal purple” is familiar to many
of us; Professor of Biology Bart de Stasio’s lecture
explained its origin. Also known as “Tyrian purple,”
this color comes from dye extracted from rock snails
from the genus Murex. A compound in the snail’s
shell has to be extracted in a very labor-intensive
process. As many as 12,000 snails were needed
for just one garment, which understandably drove
up costs such that only very wealthy people (often
of royalty) could afford them. This process was
surprisingly sustainable, and ancient Phoenician
records do not mention snail populations getting
cleared out. This may be in part due to the snails’
efficiency at avoiding predators, giving them a high
reproductive rate. While advances in technology
have yielded better means of dying, craft projects
still exist that use Murex snails.
Following the lectures, several interesting
observations were made. One concerns the general
process through which science becomes relevant to
us: methods are created first, then technology catches up to apply them. Technology is central to another
one of science’s relationships: industry. It was noted
that science and industry often coincidentally look
for and discover similar things, just in different ways
and for different reasons. After all, the first antibiotic came out of the dye industry. Science’s intersection with other fields was echoed in an observation
about classics and linguistics. Ancient scientific texts
may include language that is ambiguous to us today,
but at some point, our advances can enable us to
expel uncertainty and fulfill the original purpose of
such documents.
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Guitar studio showcases
individual talent
Sam Goldbeck
Staff Writer

______________________________________

“Beyond Baby Mozart”
Jay MacKenzie
Columnist

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Oct. 24, the
Lawrence University (LU) Brass
performed their first concert of the
school year in Lawrence Memorial
Chapel. LU Brass is comprised of
Associate Professor of Music John
Daniel on trumpet, Associate Dean
of the Conservatory and Professor
of Music Jeffrey Stannard on
trumpet, Assistant Professor of
Music Ann Ellsworth on French
horn, Assistant Professor of Music
Tim Albright on trombone and
Instructor of Music Marty Erickson
on tuba.
LU Brass opened their program with two short pieces by
18th-century Austrian composer
Johann Georg Albrechtsberger,
arranged for brass quintet by
Professor Daniel. The music was
of a distinctive late Baroque style,
full of complex counterpoint. I was
unfamiliar with Albrechtsberger
until this concert, but his music
seemed oddly familiar. It reminded
me of the sort of classical music
that appears on “Baby Mozart”
DVDs — the ones meant to be
played for woefully under-acculturated infants. I mean that in the
most flattering way. After all, we
can’t have our next generation taking their first steps to a soundtrack
of anything less than our culture’s
most sublime sonic artifacts.
My hunch was demystified
when, after greeting the audience, Professor Daniel told us that
Albrechtsberger taught music theory to many eminent composers
of his time and is particularly wellknown for teaching counterpoint
to Beethoven himself. Of course,
Lovely Ludwig Van is a perennial favorite for edifying toddlers
as well as pacifying ultraviolent
droogs.
This
Beethoven-viaAlbrechtsberger introduction set
the tone for the remainder of the
program; all but one of LU Brass’
selections were arrangements of
chamber music written for instruments other than brass and ranging
from Monteverdi to Shostakovich. I
enjoyed each of their selections,
but for much of the concert I was
left with the impression that I was
listening to string quartet music
computer-modulated to a brass
timbre.
Certainly, the concert demonstrated the impressive technical
mastery, small ensemble skills and
musical sensitivity of the LU Brass
— and hence of Lawrence’s brass
department. One of the arrangements even featured a trio of
French horn, trombone and tuba,
breaking the tradition of LU Brass
performing as a quintet. However, I
would have liked to see more selections that showcased the unique

capabilities of brass instruments
and musicianship, rather than
selections that showcased the ability of the group to emulate other
types of chamber ensembles.
Their one piece written for
brass quintet — and my favorite by far — was Victor Ewald’s
“Quintet No. 4.” To be fair, this one
piece consists of four movements
and runs over 20 minutes long. It
fully satisfied my craving for excellent brass part-writing — I don’t
mean to imply that the concert was
exclusively string quartet-esque.
“Quintet No. 4” is a commonly performed piece in the brass quintet repertoire; it is notable for its
extreme technical difficulty and for
the fact that, having been written
in 1888, it was one of the first
pieces composed specifically for
modern brass quintet. In fact, it’s
so difficult that for a while it was
commonly believed that the piece
must have been a transcription of
what was originally a string quartet, because it seemed unplayable
on brass instruments.
While discussing a movement
in the unfortunate key of F-flat,
Professor Ellsworth produced
a steamrolled French horn and
joked that she now had the perfect instrument to perform it with.
Although she decided to stick with
her 3D horn, Ellsworth and the
rest of LU Brass played the piece
breathtakingly well. It goes to show
that performers in all fields are
constantly pushing the envelope.
Just like the sub-five-minute mile
run, “Quintet No. 4” was thought to
be impossible until somebody took
it as a challenge.
I have already covered two
other brass concerts this term, and
I think you all have heard enough
about how cool I think these instruments are. So, to conclude, I’d like
to turn my attention to the people
holding the instruments. I want to
point out that all five members of
LU Brass are musicians of the highest caliber. Each of them has had
an exceptional career, whether as
a performer or academic. It just so
happens that they are all Lawrence
faculty, here to teach, mentor and
inspire us. For me, the opportunity
to study tuba with Mr. Erickson has
been a highlight of my time here.
I know that other students have
had similarly transformative experiences with the brass faculty.
We are all so fortunate to
attend a school that attracts such
awesome people — professors in
both the Conservatory and College,
not to mention staff and administrators from custodians to VPs.
More than any other school I have
attended, Lawrence staff and faculty genuinely care about students
and want to see them do well.

Last Sunday, the guitar studio
presented a recital in Harper Hall
with six different guitarists performing a variety of tunes. Many of
the pieces departed from what we
may normally think of as classical
guitar playing.
The first and last guitarist to
perform was senior Rick Kubly,
who started with two pieces by
Leo Kottke. The fingerpicking
Kubly employed was different from
the other performers to come after
him, like the genres of Kottke’s
pieces, which draw more from folk
and blues roots than from more
European forms. Kubly does an
impressive job, and he also played
a stunning guitar.
Following Kubly, sophomore Alex Ruffolo performed
“Variations on a Theme by Mozart,
Op. 9” arranged by Fernando Sor.
This piece was less folk sound-

ing and much more in the classical vein. This piece, along with
many of the others performed in
the recital, beautifully transported
listeners to another location, seemingly far away from Harper Hall.
Following Ruffolo, freshman Willy
Quijano performed “Prelude No.
4” by Heitor Villa-Lobos. This was
a thoughtful and ruminative piece
with occasional bursts of quick
energy and intense fingerpicking.
Next, senior Alex Layton stunned
the audience with his beautiful
rendition of “Canción de Cuna,”
which translates to “cradle song,”
which is more or less synonymous
with lullaby.
Fifth-year
Jack
KilkellySchmidt was deep in a trance-like
state as he performed “Chaconne
from Partita in D minor” by Johann
Sebastian Bach. Easily the longest of all the pieces performed,
Schmidt employed a variety of
techniques while playing this
incredibly complex and demanding

piece. As we watched, a friend and I
commented to each other that just
as we thought the piece was going
to end, there was a whole other
section waiting to be played. Yet it
didn’t become tiring, as Schmidt’s
intense onstage presence made it
engaging from start to finish.
Another Villa-Lobos piece,
“Prelude No. 1,” was performed
by freshman Matthew Warren.
It was an impressive exercise in
complicated fingerpicking patterns. It sounded slightly similar
to the other Villa-Lobos Prelude
performed earlier in the night, but
that is perhaps by design.
The performance ended with
Kubly playing another Kottke
piece, titled “The Fisherman.” The
repetition of performer and composer tied the entire recital together in a meaningful way. Overall,
the audience was presented with
connected and meaningful performances instead of just individual
displays of talent one after another.

Senior Alex Layton is one of six musicians who performed in the guitar studio recital.
Photo by Julia Balestri.
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TV Review
“Salt Fat
Acid Heat”
Georgia Greenberg

Staff Writer
______________________________________

As far as food and cooking
shows go, I like to be able to set it
and forget it. I like to pick a sweet
and simple show I can have playing
in the background while I clean my
room, work on homework or write
my articles for the Lawrentian.
This is not that show. For starters,
it takes place in Italy, Japan and
Mexico, and so it is partly spoken
in Italian, Japanese and Spanish.
For another, the show is so rich in
detail and beauty that you do not
want to miss a second of it. Aside
from being beautifully shot and

Milou de Meij
Staff Writer

______________________________________

I first ran into singer-songwriter Arum Rae at a small private
concert at The Refuge in Appleton,
Wisconsin. While the other bands
had loud, complex setups with
racks upon racks of pedals and
gear, Arum Rae stood alone with
her electric guitar. From the first
note, she filled the room with a
confident but gentle presence, pulling you deeply into an immersive
emotional world of intimate raw
vulnerability. This is music that
makes you stop in your tracks and
compels you to listen, and it is this
soft but strong energy that carries

edited, it features a delightful host
and impressive guests. The show
pays attention to special aspects
of food and travel I have not seen
covered by television before. Every
dish is so delicious looking you’d
be forgiven for licking your laptop
screen.
Hosted by Samin Nosrat and
based on her cookbook of the same
name, “Salt Fat Acid Heat” consists of four forty-minute episodes,
each focused on exploring one
of Nosrat’s four core elements of
cooking which are named in the
title of the show. Each takes place
in a different country and examines
how that element is important to

that country’s culture and conception of food, as well as why it is
important to making any dish. If
one masters these four elements
and understands how to balance
them and interact with them, they
can master cooking technique and
become a better cook than through
learning recipe by recipe.
Nosrat also introduces the
audience to knowledgeable and
interesting people across many
countries and cultures. She travels
all around each country, visiting
not only the Italian grandmas in
the country and artisanal soy sauce
producers at work, but also city
fish markets and well-known chefs.

At the end of every episode, Nosrat
invites everyone from the episode
over with a few guests, and they
share the food described in the episode. Everyone brings something;
everyone creates something —
they all eat together. It is cute and
heartwarming, and these scenes
re-emphasize Nosrat’s beliefs that
food is about creating community.
Nosrat is incredibly charming
and relatable, despite being a highly
trained and world-renowned chef.
She gets to know each region and
expert with great vulnerability and
interest. Watching her taste food is
delightful — she seems emotionally impacted by each taste as she

Arum Rae debuts “Sub Rosa”

takes a deep breath and repeats,
“It’s… so… good.” When she takes
a huge bite of a spicy taco, she
begins to laugh hysterically. She
also brings her mother in during
one episode; watching her share a
kitchen with a woman she admires
so much to create a dish they both
love is incredibly endearing.
Nosrat is not showing an audience member how took cook a few
simple dishes, but instead sharing
her techniques and the foundation for her techniques and understanding of cooking. A watcher of
her show cultivates a worldwide
understanding of flavor and taste.

through beautifully in her album
“Sub Rosa.”
Released in 2017 by Secret
Road Records, this album was
recorded at her home in Manhattan
and her friend’s studio in Brooklyn.
“Sub Rosa” is Latin for “under the
rose” or “what happens in secret,”
a personal touch, given that Arum
Rae’s own name means “water lily”
in Latin. Arum Rae writes on the
album that “Sub Rosa” is a “collection of past, present, and future
songs” in their “extra-pure forms.”
The songs are stripped away
acoustic gems with minimal guitar
or textural piano accompaniments,
with all the focus placed on Arum
Rae’s stunningly emotive vocals.

Her dark and raspy voice sounds
like a mix of Amy Winehouse
and Nina Simone, powerfully and
expressively delivering each lyric
with thoughtful intensity.
In the song “War,” she opens
with a spontaneously organic duet
between her voice and her guitar as
she weaves vocal vibrato in and out
with guitar vibrato, each pursuing
their own sparse melodic lines. The
effect is a natural texture and an
improvisatory, roots-music feeling
that feels similar to Blind Willie’s
“Dark was the Night.” In addition,
“War” displays Arum Rae’s soulful lyric writing as she expresses
the juxtaposition of the heightened
state of feeling alive when you’re

fighting with the exhaustion and
numb feeling that getting caught
up in that intensity of fighting can
leave you with. One of the most
beautiful things about Arum Rae’s
lyrics is their subtlety. There are no
obvious rhyme schemes or driving
dance beats; her music is endlessly
meandering. Each song is simple,
purposeful and authentic.
My personal favorite song
from the record, and also perhaps one of the most popular, is
titled “Should I.” The song opens
with gentle, rolling piano chords
that later switch to sparse guitar
accompaniment interspersed with
small bursts of twinkling piano
riffs. On this song, Arum Rae warm-

ly sings about the rush of emotions
that come with dating someone.
The music video features Arum
Rae walking around her apartment waiting for someone special to come over, and that feeling
of nervous anticipation pulsates
throughout the song.
Thus, the passionate intimacy of “Sub Rosa” is perhaps the
album’s defining feature. Each
song is an honest expression of
emotional vulnerability. There is
no overwrought sentimentality
here as the album pulls you into a
vibrantly expressive, intimate and
very human world.

Scotch’n’Soda alum Stephen
Schwartz went on to develop
the musical and write the music
and lyrics. It was first directed
on Broadway by Bob Fosse, and
a book by Roger O. Hirson was
also produced. There have been
many adaptations and changes in
the play throughout the years, one
being the ending. The LU version of
“Pippin” utilizes the “Theo ending.”
Having personally never seen this
show before, the only thing I knew
going in was that it was my mom’s
favorite show of all time; I had no
idea what to expect. It was definitely my kind of musical — engag-

ing, humorous and catchy, but also
profound.
The show consists of two
acts, each with a number of named
scenes which are visually introduced by the players. The alluring
Leading Player, played gracefully
by senior Alex Iglinksi, constantly
breaks the performance barriers
between the stage and the audience. The troupe, which carries
the performance through, interacts with the characters as well
as the audience. It is a bit of a play
within a play, with Pippin and the
other characters being the actors
and the Leading Player and the

troupe introducing and producing the play. These non-traditional
musical elements are accompanied by costumes from a variety
of decades and styles. Costume
Design Professor Karin Kopischke
beautifully blended middle ages
with punk rock, and the set design
led by Visiting Assistant Professor
of Theatre Arts Maureen ChavezKruger makes the audience feel
like they’re in a psychedelic castle
of some sorts.
Senior Sam Taylor’s portrayal
of Pippin seemed to be the perfect
fit, and he was undoubtedly one
of the audience’s favorite charac-

ters. He incorporated just the right
amount of existential confusion,
Charlie Brown-esque self-deprecation and cockiness. Not to mention his various solos and dancing,
which were done beautifully. I was
thoroughly impressed with all the
song performances. The troupe’s
musical numbers were impressive
and fun to watch. The humor was
balanced with a heartfelt journey
to find meaning in life, a love story
and a pretty dark ending which I
won’t spoil. I left the performance
with all the songs stuck in my head
and plenty of admiration for the
theatre department.

Sam Taylor impresses audience during “Pippin”

Lily Greene
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This weekend, the Lawrence
University Department of Theatre
Arts presented “Pippin” on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday to
students and the public community. With a trippy, disorienting
musical set, impressive costumes
and wonderful performances by
the cast, LU’s “Pippin” was a stunning performance.
The show was originally
conceived by Carnegie Mellon
University’s
acting
troupe
“Scotch’n’Soda” as a short, and

Senior Alex Iglinski, shown above in a checkered suit, captivates the audience with his dynamic stage presence.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Voting Information
At The Lawrentian, we encourage all our readers to vote. We’ve decided to use this space to share some
information that could help guide your voting process. First, we’ve included an overview of the candidates
that will appear on all Appleton-area ballots.
Governor
Scott Walker (R) [Incumbent]: Walker has served as Governor since 2011. He ignited controversy in 2012
after passing a bill that restricted collective bargaining rights, leading to a recall election. But Walker stayed in
office, becoming the only Governor in American history to survive a recall. Under Walker, Wisconsin’s deficit
was eliminated, and its unemployment rate reached an all-time low.
Tony Evers (D): Evers has served as the Wisconsin State Superintendent of Public Instruction since
2009, after previously being a teacher and principal. If elected governor, he has promised higher funding for
Wisconsin public schools, and has voiced support for putting more tax money toward UW schools to decrease
tuition.
Senate
Tammy Baldwin (D) [Incumbent]: Baldwin has served as Senator since 2012. While in office, she
has worked to stop the repeal of the Affordable Care Act and build a stronger manufacturing economy in
Wisconsin. Baldwin is the first openly LGBTQ Senator in US history.
Leah Vukmir (R): Vukmir serves as the assistant majority leader in the State Senate. She has proven to be
one of the leading Conservative voices in Wisconsin, supporting Governor Walker’s Act 10 legislation, which
helped eliminate Wisconsin’s deficit by restricting collective bargaining rights.
Representatives (District 8)
Mike Gallagher (R) [Incumbent]: Gallagher has a strong background in national security, having served
as a marine and counterintelligence officer in the Middle East and North Africa. He also served as a lead
Republican staffer on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and as national security advisor for Scott
Walker’s presidential campaign. He has served as District 8’s representative since January 2017.
Beau Liegeois (D): Liegeois is an Assistant District Attorney in Brown County and a former member of
the Wisconsin Army National Guard. He says that he was driven to enter this race out of a desire to protect
the Affordable Care Act. Liegeois also aims to protect Medicare and Social Security, safeguard District 8’s
waterways and expand educational opportunities for Wisconsin students.
If you wish to register and vote at your polling place, you must bring acceptable proof that you have lived
at your present location for 10 days preceding the election. Documents constitute proof of residence if they
contains the voter’s current and complete first and last name and residential address. Any official identification card or license issued by a Wisconsin governmental body, an employee ID card with a photograph, or a
picture ID from a university, college or technical college coupled with a fee receipt or an on-campus housing
listing provided by the institution will suffice. For the complete list, go to https://www.appleton.org/government/city-clerk/elections/voting-information.
Please get out and vote! If you’re a Lawrence student, you can vote from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. at
Memorial Presbyterian Church at 803 E College Ave. It is just across the street from the quad. If you have felt
passionate about any governmental choices in the past two years, now is your chance to voice those opinions. Do your research on smaller offices as well, as they are the people who will most likely run for higher
offices in the future. If you feel as if your vote may not mean much in the grand scheme of things, you can
work to encourage other people to vote. If you have the time, canvass for the candidates you want to see in
office. Encourage your friends, family and neighbors to vote. It is through the work of individuals that massive
change can be observed, so go out and do your part to make history.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Michele Haeberlin

Dearest, you’re dying

Staff Writer

______________________________________

A children’s hospital is an otherworldly place to be. Really, any
hospital is strange place for me —
a society separate from the outside
world in which more time is always
desired but almost never obtained.
More people enter hospitals than
exit. Hospitals are powerful, lifeshaping places.
Many people do not necessarily associate them with childhood,
but hospitals play a huge role in
how a child’s life can be experienced, especially if that child has a
terminal illness.
Many parents highly debate
telling their children if they have
been diagnosed with a terminal illness, and they are allowed to make
that decision until their child is no
longer legally a minor.
But should information like
this be kept from a child? Not only
does it directly impact the child’s
life, but also fully explaining to a
child that they are terminally ill
helps them to make sense of what
is happening in the world around
them.
During this time, they will
more likely than not be making

numerous trips to the hospital, meeting doctors, and taking
treatment options and medicines
to prolong their life and alleviate
symptoms. If a child is only told
that they are a little sick, or that
they are just “sick” — the word
their parents also use when they
have the flu or a cold — then they
will not understand the seriousness of this illness being grouped
under the word “sick” or why they
need to go to the hospital so much.
All humans show their grief
and other strong emotions in their
appearance even if they will not
speak about it, and parents are
no different. The grief associated
with the fatal illness of a child will
present itself, even if a parent tries
to hide it.
Children’s levels of understanding are often underestimated
based on their age and experience.
It is very confusing for a child to
notice the taciturn, overly watchful and tired strain that grief and
stress outwardly manifest in a
human body within their own parents.
They understand that their
parents are upset and that something is seriously wrong — but
when they ask their parents, the

problem is denied, avoided, and
nothing is explained. Therefore,
kids can be left feeling guilty for
potentially being the reason their
parents are upset — but they are
confused as to what they are doing
to make their parents feel this way.
This leaves children in a state of
guilt and confusion when they see
their parents crying and outwardly
presenting grief. Lack of honest
communication between parents
and guardians and their children
leads to that child being aware
something is wrong and yet being
unable to find any agency in helping to resolve the problem.
The terminal illness of a child
cannot ever be treated as separate
from a child. Although a child does
not lose their separate identity
from an illness or their life before
or outside of it, they cannot be kept
apart from information about their
illness. When that happens, a child
is stripped of all agency regarding their own life. Although they
may not understand the decisions
made by doctors and parents over
various treatment types and surgical procedures, every person, no
matter their age, should be aware
of their life expectancy once it is
decisively cut short.

You dine like a coward

Dan Meyer
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Most of the time, I try to be
understanding of other people.
I realize that everyone is raised
with different values. I know that
expecting everyone I meet to tolerate my beliefs is short-sighted
and self-centered. But I am tired
of feeling like a martyr. I am tired
of feeling persecuted for my own
beliefs, and I am tired of continually explaining that feeling to other
people who could never understand how it feels for me as a
young, middle class white man.
Even my high school days, spent
rising and grinding every single
morning to get that bread and
chase my dreams as a student
athlete, failed to prepare me for
the struggles that await me every
single day.
I am tired of getting thrown
out of restaurants for eating the
napkins.
Have you ever seen restaurant
notices claiming that we napkineaters are unwelcome? That our
habits are so foul, the slightest nibble will justify our public humiliation? Do I deserve punishment just
because I love the dry, inescapable
tack of napkins eaten one after
another? Have I been a Bad, Bad
Boy?
I love all-you-can-eat (AYCE)
buffets as much as any other insatiable American. I admire any business built around challenges, and
AYCE buffets are some of the best
examples of this competitive ethic.
While other restaurants might
bully you into pre-selected portions and a deliberate eating pace,
buffets look you dead in the peepers and say, “Come and get it, you
coward. Our selection of pre-cut
Jell-O cubes alone is enough to
overpower your weak, un-American gut.” But my personal experiences have exposed these posturers as the true cowards of the
national dining landscape. When
I find the secret reserves of food
disguised as dining fixtures, they
claim I have “gone too far” and
created “a disgusting spectacle of
gnashing teeth and frothing spit
that would make Hannibal Lecter
lose his appetite.” Cowards!
This injustice is indicative of a
larger cowardly epidemic spreading throughout our dining habits.
We have allowed arbitrary limits
to dictate our actions for far too
long. It is time to cast off the bibs
of cowardice at the dinner table.
As I have mentioned, one of the
most deplorable examples of this
cowardice is the passive refusal to
take advantage of a genuine AYCE
offer. If the restaurant truly wishes
for you to consume everything you
could possibly eat, then you must
avail yourself of the dining fixtures
in the restaurant. Servers and
managers who attempt to curtail
your efforts are merely trying to
preserve their profits. Silverware,
drink glasses and the stuffing in
booth seats are some of the more
expensive items on the secret
menu, so it makes sense that they
would try to prevent brave patrons
from eating them.
There are other cowardly dining practices too, of course. One
egregious failure on the part of the

collective American constitution is
the continued use of forks, knives
and spoons. I have demonstrated
the true purpose of silverware in
restaurants, and the traditional use
of the tasty silver morsels baffles
me. Using silverware, especially
multiple pieces in a single meal,
is a practice fit for cowards and
traitors. Even our nation’s favorite alternative to Harry Potter for
Bathroom Reading Material confirms this, as the use of silverware
is unequivocally condemned in
the Bible. Unfortunately, the New
Testament has lost some of its original specificity in the last two thousand years. In the original edition,
as my fever dreams have shown to
me, Judas was paid for the betrayal
of Jesus with thirty silver forks
and spoons. These Devil’s Tools
are still in use today. There is only
one option for anyone who lists
“Exceptional Bravery” as a skill on
their resume.
Eat with your hands, you frail
tapeworms leeching off the withering husk of this red-blooded nation.
There is a reason that state fairs,
the largest assemblies of valor and
verve, have few dishes that cannot
be eaten with your trusty fingies.
The true Spirit of Bravery lives in
finger-food and eating all other
food with utensils is nothing but
gross misconduct.
This extends to every dish,
regardless of its consistency. Some
of you might be clutching your
pearls at the prospect of queso
hands, but I dare you to look me
in the eyes and tell me that eating spaghetti would be less fun if
you could stick your hands straight
into a mound of saucy noods and
brandish a dripping handful for
all to see. Eviscerating steak with
your bare hands is the best way
to display your bravery on a date
and consuming fistfuls of sushi will
do nothing but demonstrate your
unbridled respect and love for the
dish.
There is another common dining practice that reeks of cowardice. This plague has spread through
all age groups and classes, infecting
fancy restaurants and cafeterias
alike. I have even witnessed this
behavior at our own university. It
represents not so much a fear of
accepted dining practices than it
does a fear of something primal
— the inescapable human state of
loneliness.
I speak, of course, of couples
that sit on the same side of the
booth.
You have undoubtedly witnessed this crime against human
independence. Despite the absence
of other friends dining with them
and a perfectly usable, unoccupied
side of the booth, these symbiotic Twin-Boothers will sit next
to each other, gazing out over the
rest of the dining area in silence
like two speechless cattle chewing their cud. Even cattle only eat
their meals together because we
box them into small spaces to make
our burgers juicier.
“But Dan,” you might say like
the slippery devil’s advocate you
are, “you need to be more openminded.” Fine. I suppose that I,
too, have once been so afraid of
the looming specter of loneliness

See page 12
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Calorie labels are a cruel joke

Olivia Omura
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It begins like the setup to an
old joke: A person with an eating
disorder walks into a restaurant.
Or, instead, an average person with
a shoddy knowledge of nutrition.
Or a card-carrying member of diet
culture, out to count macros or
tally points or rid the world of
white bread. Their eyes scan the
menu, looking not for a satisfying
meal but for the item with the least
number of calories. Luckily for
them, those numbers are printed
next to every item on the menu.
Considered in its best light,
calorie labeling is intended to guide
consumers to choose “healthier”
— read: lower calorie — foods.
But studies have shown that consumers generally do not choose
those low-calorie foods, nor do
their choices translate to healthier
populations. In fact, most people
do not even notice the labeling,
and even fewer use it to “make
informed choices,” which translates to “choosing food based on its
perceived health benefits instead
of its level of satisfaction.”
For people who do pay attention to the calorie labels, the only
effect on their health is anxiety
caused by the pressure to choose a
meal they do not actually want. Not
to beat a dead horse here, but eating a satisfying meal surrounded
by fear-mongering “health” information is already hard enough for
the average consumer. For those
with disordered eating on both
ends of the spectrum, including
those who diet, calorie labels can
be a way to justify restriction or
bingeing. Consider the labeling on
pints of Halo Top ice cream, if that
watery mess can even be called ice
cream. They encourage people to
eat the entire pint, because it contains “only 240 calories!” Not sure
about you, but the last time I ate a
pint of ice cream in one sitting, I
wasn’t feeling so good afterward.
On the restrictive end of things, it’s
a no brainer to guess how seeing
the calorie content on your favorite
pastry at Panera could cause you
to skip lunch altogether. Mine are
bear claws, in case anyone is feeling generous.
Equating calories to nutrition
is like comparing apples to oranges. Calories, or kilocalories, are a
measure of the energy content of
food. The FDA allows a margin of
error of 20% in either direction,
meaning that tasteless protein bar
touting “only 200 calories” could
have up to 240 or as few as 160 calories — neither of which is enough
to constitute a meal, by the way.
Calorie information alone does not

Simone Levy

reveal the source of that energy,
nor does it tell you which vitamins
and minerals the food contains.
Most consumers do not consider these important caveats when
using these labels in choosing food
because we have been taught to see
calories as the essential measure
of health.
Yet, when I went to do research
for this article, I found that, far
from condemning these labels as
pointless and damaging, nutritionists and laypeople alike argued
they were not getting enough information. Consumers, they claimed,
should be given clearer, more
detailed nutrition facts on every
item. While that might seem like
a great idea — Give power to the
people! — we do not need to know
the fat content of a box of mac ‘n
cheese in order to make a decision
on whether to eat it. We should not
be guilted into ignoring our hunger
cues and cravings by numbers that
mean much less than we think.
Nutrition is not an exact science.
Feeding our bodies should not be a
desperate juggling act of consuming precise quantities of macronutrients while never reaching for
foods that we enjoy. We should
not feel guilty for ignoring calorie
labels in defense of our own natural regulatory mechanisms. Instead
of condemning certain foods based
on calories, we should educate
people on eating intuitively and
enjoying a diversity of foods. There
is no reason that we, as consumers,
ever need to know the number of
calories in our food. This information is simply not necessary and
can be damaging.
And in case you needed a
reminder, the foods we eat do not
determine our worth as human
begins. Eating foods because they
have fewer calories does not make
you morally superior — it makes
you hungry. This is not to say that
I advocate a boycott on low calorie foods across the board. I personally love broccoli, which is not
calorie-dense. I choose to eat broccoli when I want it, not because of
its caloric content. But when I was
struggling with my eating disorder,
I would absolutely walk into a restaurant and order the measeliest
item on their menu so I could slide
under my calorie limit for the day
and don my Ate The Least Stuff
Today crown. Trust me, it was a
miserable existence. Calorie labeling contributes to this disordered
mindset around food for all people,
and it needs to go the way of the
dodo. I want to know how my food
will taste and make me feel, not
how much water it can heat up!

The Tree of Life and the roots of white supremacy

Dr. Elliot Ratzman

Visitng Fellow in Jewish Studies

______________________________________

Around the country, Jews and
their allies came together this week
to mourn the nearly dozen worshippers murdered on Saturday by
a raging white supremacist. The
gunman, Robert Bowers, a loner
obsessed with conspiracies, resentment and Holocaust denial was so
right-wing that he thought Trump’s
nationalist agenda was being hamstrung by the presence of Jews in
his administration, posting, “There
is no #MAGA as long as there is a
k — infestation.”
Saturday’s massacre, the
deadliest attack on Jews in
American history, sent shockwaves
through the Jewish community.
American Jews are likely only one
or two degrees of separation away
from someone who lives in the
Squirrel Hill section of Pittsburgh.
My Facebook feed was a string of
mourning, check-ins and stories
about how we all knew someone
who knew a victim or a member of
the synagogue.
However, to dismiss the gunman and his antisemitism as merely “crazy” or to blame his acts on
the empty affects “religious prejudice” or “blind hate” is to miss the
bigger story here: white supremacy. In the minds of antisemites,
Jews are not white. Therefore, it is
imperative that we who seek justice make combating antisemitism
part of our movements and to see
Jews as a necessary part of antiracist coalitions — on campuses,
in the cities and in all of our communities.
That Bowers and other rightwing nationalists do not consider
Jews white might come as a surprise to people of color but is a
familiar move to Jews. While most
American Jews do not experience
skin color prejudice, they nevertheless live with the communal
memory of systematic violence
and exclusion in Europe over the
last few centuries — our grandparents and great-grandparents
fled mob violence and state terror
that framed Jews as racial others
not part of the nations they lived
among. Even Arabic-speaking Jews
in the Middle East were, after the
founding the State of Israel, treated
as enemy outsiders by many Arab
nationalist movements in countries from Iraq to Egypt.
That Jews are one faces of the
resistance against white supremacy is clear from the gunman’s posts
on social media before shooting up
the synagogue.
He wrote: “HIAS likes to bring
invaders in that kill our people.
I can’t sit by and watch my peo-

ple get slaughtered.” HIAS is the
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society,
a hundred-year-old progressive
advocate for refugee rights and
pro-immigration policies who,
along with other stalwart organizations like Catholic Charities, lobby
elected officials and supply much
needed resources — from legal
services to material provisions —
to refugees and asylum seekers
in the U.S. The demonization of
immigrants and this month’s rightwing hysteria over the caravan of
migrants making their trek from
Central America most certainly
contributed to Bowers’ paranoia.
Jews have become, for many
on the far-right, the face of liberal anti-nationalism: Jews are the
“globalists” seeking to undermine
American greatness by promoting immigration and contesting
Trump’s illiberal agenda. They
might appear white, but according to the alt-right, they sabotage
white nationalism by promoting
liberal values, multiculturalism
and tolerance. For the alt-right,
Jewish support of such causes
makes them insidious traitors to
American greatness.
When Trump and others speak
of “globalists,” they echo the accusations against the Jews of Europe
that they were not loyal to the
nations where they lived but were
part of an “internationalist” conspiracy committed to undermining nationalism through socialism,
Communism or multiculturalism
that would dilute the “purity” of the
nation. These ideas were Fascism’s
engine of resentment that stirred
mobs to loot Jewish property and
participate in the Nazi extermination of Europe’s Jews.
Jews are all too familiar with
white supremacy, as we were its
primary victims in Europe.
The American Jewish selfperception of being an antiracist
community does not sit well with
well-positioned right-wing Jews
who enable or embolden xenophobia. From David Horowitz’s rants
that the “real race war” in America
is against white people, to Stephen
Miller, the callous architect of the
Trump administration’s anti-immigrant policies, high-profile rightwing Jews are part of the landscape
of American xenophobia. However,
these exceptions prove the rule
that the American Jewish community — its institutions, its voting
patterns and its historical memory
— stand overwhelmingly against
white supremacy.
It is also true that though
American Jewish liberalism is statistically a demonstrable thing, the
State of Israel is a complicating factor. Israeli governments and civil

society have become increasingly
intolerant of African asylum seekers guest workers, not to speak
of Israel’s constant pressure on
its Palestinian subjects — those
non-citizens under its sovereignty.
Richard Spencer and some others
on the alt-right point to Israel as
a model of the exclusionary ethnostate it hopes for the U.S. This
dark mirror holds a disturbing
picture for liberal American Jews,
whose perceptions of Israel as an
admirable, besieged social democracy — Bernie Sanders’ Israel
— have given way to an illiberal
democracy intolerant of different
and dissent. Tellingly, American
Jewish support of Israel has
decreased dramatically in recent
decades, which is why the Israel
lobby has increasingly turned to
Evangelical Christians and rightwing Islamophobes for advocacy
and support.
Nevertheless,
American
Jewish mixed feelings for Israel
should not disqualify Jews from
antiracist coalitions.
It is no coincidence that the
shooter Bowers spoke of Jews as an
“infestation.” The anti-immigration
rhetoric from germaphobe Trump
on down has been about “purifying” the health — and complexion — of the nation by cordoning off the boarder from migrants
allegedly “bringing crime…drugs”
and sexual pollution. These are
calculated logics straight from the
Fascist playbook, the roots of white
supremacy.
Jews on campus and around
the country should be proud of
their roles in promoting a tolerant,
plural and just American society.
Bowers, the murderer, was right
on this: Jews should stand for the
rights of migrants and refugees;
Jews should represent a rebuke to
narrow nationalism; Jews should
stand up to fascist rhetoric and policies — our history and our religion
demands that it is our responsibility — and therefore, Jews should
be welcomed as ready allies in the
fight for justice, to chop at the roots
of white supremacy.
Jews around the country are
feeling more vulnerable than at
any time in our American history
and so warrant our community’s
support. Please join us in mourning
our dead, our blessed martyrs to a
better America. Let us support the
very pro-immigrant organizations
that Bowers sought to destroy
through murder and mayhem, and
let us all organize together for a
just world.
Dr. Elliot Ratzman is a Visiting
Fellow in Jewish Studies and the
Jewish Life Mentor through the

Soap’s special purpose: Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Hygiene is for losers, but let
me get to the real point: soap’s
only function on this earth is for
autonomous sensory meridian
response purposes. Oh, you are not
familiar with the term, “autonomous sensory meridian response?”
Let me enlighten you: autonomous
sensory meridian response is that
tingling sensation on your scalp
that you get from noises like the
crusty sound of opening a bottle
of maple syrup, or the soft squishy
tones of Bob Ross painting on canvas. You may know autonomous
sensory meridian response by its
commonly used acronym, ASMR.
The chances that you have scrolled
through the ‘gram without seeing

one of these ASMR videos is very
low. Slime videos, eating videos,
kinetic sand videos, and paint mixing videos are a few examples of
the many forms autonomous sensory meridian response media can
take on. However, the most satisfying of autonomous sensory meridian response videos are the soap
cutting ones. Forget any instinct
of cleanliness you may have once
possessed and use all of your spare
bars of soap in pursuit of the lowgrade euphoria that is the autonomous sensory meridian response.
As most things do, soap cutting began as an unusual Russian
trend. Videos began to surface
a few years ago on Instagram of
people slicing soap into cubes and
shaving soap into curls. These videos, all of which came from Russian

Instagram accounts, quickly gained
popularity as the autonomous sensory meridian response, or ASMR
trend blew up on social media.
This form of autonomous sensory meridian response is different
than most in the sense that it has
many subcategories. Specific forms
of soap ASMR include soap cubes,
soap curls, glycerin soap cutting,
dry soap cutting, among many
other unique and fascinating versions of ASMR soaping. Soap cutting requires a degree of creativity and ingenuity in that the same
old regular soaps do not satisfy
the masses like they used to. This
brought about many iconic forms
of soap cutting, including the painting of bars of soap, application of
glitter, reformation of soap scraps
into new soaps, soap roses, soap

towers, soap cakes, soap pictures,
sodden soap, and so many more.
The popularity these videos
has revealed a few cardinal rules,
if you will, of the soap cutting
medium. First, there are a variety
of types of soap that are predisposed to the art of soap cutting.
These, depending on personal
taste, include glycerin soaps and
dry soaps. Glycerin soaps as well
as the more wet and brand new
soaps are ideal for soap curls and
soap roses, as they maintain their
shape when peeled off of the bar.
Then, when left to dry for a while,
these curls can be crunched for
maximum satisfaction. Dry soaps,
including vintage soaps and laundry soaps, are ideal for just the
regular flavor soap cutting. The
dry texture of these makes for the

best and most satisfying sounds
of soap chipping off of the bar.
Most brand new out of the package non-glycerin soaps make good
candidates for soap cubes, where
you slice a grid into the soap and
then wait for it to dry out some,
and then slice the layer of cubes off
of the bar. This is arguably the most
popular version of the soap cutting media, and is characterized by
the sexy cascading sound of small
cubes of soap hitting the table. The
Russians have got this down to a
science, and use brands like Duru
or Fax for the cube cuttings, Dalan
or Aist laundry soap for the dry
soap cuttings, and Camay or Lux
for the soap curls.
Soap cutting is so much cooler than actually using the soap to

See page 12
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What was the best Halloween costume that you saw?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“Hot Blond Bish.” — Annie Connolly

“Ted the Bear.” — George Medina

“Piece of cheese with nibbles out of
it.” — Milou de Meij

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“Moth and Lamp.” — Wendell
Leafstedt

“(Taco) Belle.” — Sabrina Salas

continued from page 1
and grandmother had multiple jobs
to sustain the family, they asked
Del Toro to focus on his studies.
They knew how important education was for the future generations,
and they wanted their descendants
to benefit from their hardship, not
from handouts or stealing jobs.
Del Toro ended his speech by
saying, “I am here to tell you that
you belong, we belong in a community that values us for who we
are. I am here to tell you that you
belong, that you have a beautiful diversity to this community of
ours.” Del Toro continued, “Keep
fighting for our places in this new
home of ours and making your
voices heard today.”
The second speaker was
Momin Panhwar, a student at

Soap

continued from page 11
clean yourself. Take it from me: I
used to be interested in hygiene,
but now that I have found soap
cutting, I no longer dwell in the
slow world of “taking care of

Dine like a coward
continued from page 10
that I could not bear a single meal
without hip-to-hip contact with a
loved one. If I went more than
twenty minutes without rubbing
shoulders with my girlfriend, I
surely would wither and die from
the cold breeze of independence. I
also harbor such an extreme fear of
eye contact with any person, even
my significant other, that I relish
the opportunity to stare ahead into
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Lawrence. Lacking the mandatory
documentations, going to school
here and hoping to make this
country better, he asked, “Am I an
American?” The answer for him
was, “I don’t know.”
Panhwar claimed that he has
been living in uncertainty since he
was 16. He said, “The idea of citizenship and the American dream
was right in front of me, but it
was completely out of my reach as
well.” Lawrence is like a bubble for
him where the real-world problems disappear, but this bubble
was poked because immigration
services showed up in Appleton.
He felt hopeless and pointless
that his life might be taken away
from him. Consistent with Del Toro,
Panhwar also urged people present
to make actions for changes. “To
make a change while we are here,
to educate others, to improve this
country so that those who come

after us find a better place than we
did,” Panhwar concluded.
Several attending students
also shared their personal experiences. Then participants moved to
the Lawrence Memorial Chapel to
hold a protest.
Junior Jessenia Zelaya, sophomore Kelly Vences, sophomore
Yuritzi Madrigal, junior Caro
Granner, senior Abbey Miranda,
senior Nicole Crashell and sophomore Andrea Lara planned this
rally when they knew Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
was in Appleton. They provided
solutions on posters if ICE comes
to your door such as “do not open
doors,” “remain silent” and “report
the raid.”

yourself.” Instead, I live in the fast
paced, dangerous, Russian world
of soap cutting, where box cutters are my sword and soap my
enemy. Instagram accounts like
asmr_soap_granny, my_asmr_soap,
and asmr_cut are incredible starting places to introduce yourself
into the wide world of soap cutting.

Whether you are in it for the autonomous sensory meridian response
or for the danger of holding a box
cutter that close to your fingies, I
guarantee that soap is better spent
on soap cutting than hygiene.

a room full of strangers. One day,
I hope to find the courage to sit
across the table from my girlfriend
like a functional adult, but until
that day arrives I will continue to
inhabit a shared zone of personal
space like a creep at a dinner party
who thinks the pinnacle of subtle
“flirting” is repeatedly bashing his
arm into yours over the course of
the night. Oh, woe to the significant
other who must bear a moment
of shared experience without the
semblance of cuddling! Our relationship is predicated on physical
contact alone!

I am tired of sheer cowardice
wreaking havoc on the dining experience. I ask each and every one of
you to find what courage remains
in your hearts and return to the
days of bravery and unabashed
hunger, when both sides of the
booths were used and our hands
were streaked with flecks of napkins and barbeque sauce.
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